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A historical analysis of land mine warfare repeatedly demonstrates certain principles which when correctly applied yield decisive results. This essay begins by examining the employment of mines in four battles—Alam Halfa, El Alamein, the Golan, and the Falklands. It then assess how well our current land mine warfare doctrine, organization, and equipment facilitate the timely and sound application of the fundamentals demonstrated by history to today’s AirLand Battlefield. Areas in which we must improve or change are identified, and some new ideas are proposed.
A historical analysis of land mine warfare repeatedly demonstrated certain principles which when correctly applied yield decisive results. This essay begins by examining the employment of mines in four battles - Alam Halfa, El Alamein, the Golan and the Falklands. It then assess how well our current land mine warfare doctrine, organization and equipment facilitate the timely and sound application of the fundamentals demonstrated by history to today's Airland Battlefield. Areas in which we must improve or change are identified and some new ideas are proposed.
It can be said that the only constant in today’s technologically equipped Army is change. This assertion certainly seems applicable when the capabilities that technology has given a new generation of land mines are compared to those of their World War II antecedents. Yet, the fundamentals governing employment of land mines have remained unchanged over time. Simply stated they are: put mines where the enemy can and will come; place them in depth and to achieve surprise, cover them with observed and integrated fires, and, in recognition of their non-discrimination between friend or foe, always record their locations. History gives us many examples of the extent of delay, disruption, and destruction caused by mines in battle situations where these principles were applied correctly. By first examining some of these historical battles we can better understand how to apply the principles on today’s AirLand Battlefield.

Battle of Alam Halfa

In the North Africa theater during World War II, as would be the case in most other theaters, the value of mines was recognized early and their use grew as the campaigns progressed. From their role in strong point defense at the Omar Forts and in the perimeter at Tobruk their employment steadily expanded. For the battles that were to take place in the El Alamein area minefields extended to form a continuous barrier from the shores of the Mediterranean to the impassable Qattara Depression, a distance of some 40 miles. In June, 1942 Rommel's German and Italian Panzer Armee had reached the Alamein area exhausted and spent in pursuit of the British after their victory over them at the Gazala line.

During July and August as both armies paused to refit Rommel made his plan for what he knew was a last chance offensive to reach Alexandria and
the Suez. Logistics, the eventual deciding factor in war, favored the British. It was only a matter of time before their strength would become overwhelming. The Alamein line which had turned into a static front during this break in action presented the one terrain situation in North Africa where there was no open flank in which the Afrika Corps (D.A.K.) could conduct the sweeping envelopments for which it was renowned. Rommel concluded that his forces would have to conduct a quick penetration of the front. His reconnaissance had repeatedly indicated that the southernmost sector, a 15 mile stretch between the Munassib Depression and Mount Qaret el Himeimat adjoining the Qatarras Depression, was only lightly mined and defended. While he could not achieve surprise in direction he hoped to gain surprise another way—in time and speed. He would carefully conceal assembly of his forces in the sector, break through in a night attack, and be some 30 miles into the Eighth Army rear by dawn. He would count on the usual slow reaction from the British leadership. With light forces securing the opened corridor, he would then advance north with his armor to the coast and British supply areas thereby drawing out their armor and defeating them in open maneuver. (Sketch 1)

Rommel was mistaken, however. Montgomery, the new Eighth Army commander, had discerned his intentions and was ready with his armor positioned in the rear on the key terrain feature, the Alam Halfa ridge, which Rommel had hoped to have flanked by dawn. Worse still, in the sector to be penetrated there were two extensive antitank mine fields, code named January and February. These fields were each some 300 meters wide and were separated from each other by 2000 to 6000 meters. The 7th armored Division (composed of light tank, armored car units, and lorried infantry) had been positioned to give mobile cover to these fields. Clearly the British had
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SKETCH 1
applied the fundamentals correctly: Mines in depth had been placed undetected astride the attack routes of the Panzer Armee and forces had been positioned to cover them so that a methodical attack with successive breaches would be required rather than a hasty breach the Germans were anticipating.

The attack kicked off as the moon rose just prior to midnight on 30 August 1942. German pioneers and infantry led their tanks. Rommel's own words tell the story: "Shortly after passing the eastern boundary of our own minefields our troops came up against an extremely strong and hitherto unsuspected British minebelt, which was stubbornly defended. Under intensely heavy artillery fire, the sappers and infantry eventually succeeded in clearing lanes through the British barrier, although at the cost of very heavy casualties and a great deal of time—in many cases it needed three attempts. The minefields which contained an extraordinary number of mines (according to our estimate there were 150,000 in the sector where we attacked), were of great depth and protected by numerous boobytraps. It wasn't until 0430 that the first field was cleared so by dawn the leading elements were only eight miles from their line of departure instead of the 30 miles envisioned. Clearly the required elements of speed and surprise had been lost. Rommel, who had gone up front to assess the situation, considered calling it off. But hearing that his Afrika Corps' 15th and 21st Panzer Divisions had finally cleared the mines in their sector and were ready to begin their eastward march he approved a shortened enveloping attack. It was a fateful decision because it brought the Afrika Corps against the prepared armor positions at Alam Halfa (Sketch 2). The battle raged for another day before Rommel, his forces under constant RAF air attack and almost out of fuel, was finally forced to call off the offensive. A gradual
withdrawal took place from 2-4 September surprisingly without counterattack from Montgomery who apparently feared that his armor would be lured into one of Rommel's traps if he pursued.

No less an authority than B. H. Liddell Hart has called Alam Halfa a turning point in the North Africa theater, even more than Alamein that was to follow, because the strength of each side was roughly equal and victory was still a possibility for Rommel. While it can be argued that airpower was a decisive element in this battle, it is equally true that Rommel's operational plan which was bold enough in its conception to provide for a triumph was wrecked in its execution upon two defended minefields named January and February. If there was any consolation prize for Rommel it was that he now held these two fields.

Battle of El Alamein

With the tables turned, it was now Rommel’s task to devise a defensive scheme for capitalizing on the nature of the Alamein line -- secure flanks that required an attacking enemy to force a breakthrough. Rommel concluded that a fortified Alamein line, if it could be held long enough by infantry, would enable a mobile reserve of armor to be employed to defeat breakthroughs. In order for the infantry to hold, mines in depth would play a vital role along with the covering fire of machine guns and antitank guns. It would create a great economy of force advantage against an attacking British force that was to have over two to one advantage in every category—men, artillery, tanks, and air power. Rommel gave his personal attention to the creation of this defense and in particular to the type of minefields to be emplaced. Called Devil's Gardens, these minefields had been under construction since July with the effort intensifying after Alam
Haifa. By 23 October 1942, the eve of Alamein, they stretched the whole 40 mile length of the front and were in depths up to 8 miles.

A military intelligence report details their construction and reveals how the fundamental principles were applied. As in the case of the captured January and February fields the mines along the length of the line were generally layed in two main frontal belts each usually a few hundred meters wide and separated from each other by three to seven thousand meters. (Sketch 3) At intervals of about 5,000 meters transverse belts were laid connecting these main belts. The resulting hollow squares acted as traps for troops and tanks which succeeded in penetrating forward defenses thereby robbing them of manuever space and permitting enfilade fire from the rear belt and dividing walls, as well as providing for artillery concentrations. Within these squares numerous booby trapped mines and wire obstacles were laid to coincide with the fields of fire of concealed guns. In front of the forward belt random grouping of mines were layed apparently to disguise the locations and patterns of the boxes. Battalions were assigned frontage of about 1 1/2 kilometers to defend. In each battalion sector the outer belt was held by mutually supporting battle out posts dispersed in depth by one of the battalion's companies which could withdraw through narrow lanes as they delayed the attack. The remainder of the battalion was in position behind the second belt extended to a depth of two kilometers where the larger antitank guns were positioned. A third defensive belt, eight miles from the forward positions and beyond the reach of a single night's penetration, was also constructed. Indeed, Rommel conceived a formidable defense reflecting the full application of sound mining principles. If there was any weakness it was an insufficient number of anti-personnel mines.
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Plans called for a third of all mines to be antipersonnel, but, in fact, only about 4 percent of the mines laid were of this type.

Montgomery's plan of attack was straight forward and capitalized on the British ability to carry out a resolute frontal attack. It called for a main attack in the north by XXX Corps and a secondary attack in the south by XIII Corps. He envisioned a break-in by the infantry and engineers who, under continued artillery coverage would widen the breaches. The German and Italian holding troops would then be methodically destroyed in a process he called crumbling. Faced with this situation the enemy's armor would have to be committed, and in turn would be destroyed by positioned British armor. Careful preparations were made, and, in particular, the problem of breaching minefields at night was given extensive training time to rehearse the procedures that would be used.

In every attacking division sector along the length of the Alamein line there are spectacular accounts of the first phase of battle, known as the Dogfight, that lasted from 23 to 26 October. Each deserves telling, but for brevity and continuity the role of the January and February mine sector will be discussed. The XIII Corp's plan called for its 7th Armored Division to make a night breach of four lanes through the January and February fields (a distance of some 6,000m) and establish an armored force in the resulting bridgehead by dawn. The supporting 44th division would provide flank protection and execute a single breach north of the 7th Armored Division. Available to the 7th Division were specially organized engineer breaching teams containing Scorpions, tanks with flails mounted on their front. The attack got off to a bad start when scattered mines in front of the first mine belt caused the Scorpions to begin flail operations some 900 meters before the forward edge of January and subjected the clearing force to continuous
long range fires. Additionally, the battle outposts were stubbornly held and required determined infantry attack to reduce them. The cumulative effect was that by morning the lead brigade of the 7th Armored Division had breached only the January field and on only two lanes not the four planned at the cost of over 200 casualties. The Germans and Italians now made ready for the assault they knew would come on the February field that night and laid additional mines on the further side of February unknown to the British at the time. With the two remaining Scorpion’s gaps were made that night but the tanks following at first light missed the openings and hit mines. Those that got through were hit by accurate antitank fire or ran up on the scattered mines that had been placed beyond February. With heavy tank losses a withdrawal behind February was once more made necessary. Because of the costly losses in this sector, Montgomery halted XIII Corps’ attacks on 25 October and pulled out the 7th Armored Division for commitment in the north for the breakout phase which lasted from 27 October to 4 November. It took the remaining forces of XIII Corps another five days to finally breach the January and February fields and the third field eight miles beyond.

If Alam Halfa was the turning point in North Africa then Alamein completed the turn. Unable to position his reserves to achieve concentration, Rommel was forced to piecemeal his counterattacks and Montgomery had the superiority of numbers to make the crumbling process work. But it remains that mines accomplished what Rommel had expected under the circumstances. He remarked, “as it was, the British suffered considerable losses in our minefields and we managed to shoot off at them almost all the ammunition we had stored in the Alamein line.” The Alamein battle
demonstrates the offensive corollary to mine obstacles that any barrier can be breached, but only if enough time, effort, and lives are expended.

The Battle of the Golan

The defensive battle fought by the Israelis on the Golan Heights in the 1973 Yom Kippur War offers an excellent latter day case study of how correctly employed mines with other obstacles can enable an outnumbered defender to succeed. The Golan battle is especially significant because it involved Soviet equipped surrogate forces attacking more or less according to Soviet doctrine. The purely defensive phase of this critical battle lasted some 36 hours from 6 to 7 October 1973 and involved 5000 Israeli infantry supported by 44 artillery pieces and 177 tanks from two armored brigades defending against a Syrian force whose attacking first echelon of three mechanized divisions alone had 45,000 men in 1400 armored personnel carriers and 600 tanks with 700 artillery pieces forward. The following second echelon had an additional 1,000 tanks organized into two armored divisions. Attacking along two major axes each of which split into two prongs the Syrians were able to achieve force ratios of as much as 12 to 1 at some points of effort. The Israelis, however, had the advantage of terrain and they had scrutinized it closely taking every advantage it offered, especially in the norther sector which they considered the most dangerous approach. A thousand meters in front of their fortified armored platoon positions a tank ditch had been constructed whose effectiveness was enhanced significantly by integrated minefields laid in front of and behind the ditch. This arrangement caused the Syrians to have to lead with tank rollers and bring up armored launched bridges all of which were easy targets. Their tanks piled up on the obstacles. With losses of over half their armor in both
echelons the Syrian attack was repulsed in the north and ground to a halt in the south. The skilled and courageous defenders had succeeded, even if barely so, by the synergistic effect of correctly employed obstacles covered by accurate fire from carefully constructed multiple fighting positions.

**Falklands**

The 1983 campaign for the Falklands illustrates an example of how mines can fail to achieve results when the fundamentals are misapplied. According to available Argentine documents, 40,000 antipersonnel mines and 5,000 antitank mines were shipped to the Falklands of which half this number were emplaced by the approximate 800 man engineer force deployed. Most of the effort went into constructing minefields that covered amphibious landing sites to Port Stanley. The British, however, achieved surprise by making an arduous overland approach after landing at San Carlos. When it was realized that the attack to seize Port Stanley would come from inland, the Argentines hastily laid mines on these approaches but the fields emplaced were poorly sited, lacked depth, and were not always covered by effective fires. In this light infantry war there was no attempt to integrate the mines with barbed wire to form complex obstacles which would have required deliberate attacks to breach them. The British simply went around the fields, or in some cases mounted attacks straight through them with relatively few casualties.

**The AirLand Battlefield**

Today’s threat doctrine which stresses speed and high operating tempo forces us to apply the principles of mine warfare under the severe constraint of time as well as our always limited resources. Where the Germans, British,
and Israelis in the examples examined had months to prepare their defenses; we have at most a few days and perhaps just hours. If we are to realize the decisive contribution mine obstacles can make in winning the AirLand battle our doctrine, organization, and equipment must facilitate the application of the fundamentals demonstrated by history in the deep, security, defensive, and reserve operations that form the defensive framework of the AirLand Battlefield.

Deep Operations

The fundamental of depth as it applies to mines has an entirely different perspective on today's AirLand defensive battlefield. Where mines at Alamein extended from the main line of resistance rearward some 20 kilometers it is possible today to project out from the Forward Edge of the Battle Area (FEB) hundreds of kilometers with air delivered mines as part of an air interdiction effort. This depth of mine emplacement that allows delay and disruption of second echelon forces at distances that translate into possibly days before their commitment to close-in battle transcends tactical application and takes on operational consequences. The current definition of mine warfare needs to be changed to recognize this enhanced mine capability for the land component commander.12

While the role mines can play in attacking the second echelon and supporting logistics are recognized, the provisions for their employment in the joint operational concept publication TRADOC Pamphlet 525-43 glosses over an important doctrinal issue- air delivered mines can be either oriented against targets or on terrain. Not surprisingly, because the air delivered mine is viewed as a munition, the emphasis in the employment procedures is on a target oriented mode.13
Target employment of mines, that is putting them on the top of enemy formations or installations, does offer certain advantages. A single F-16 fighter carrying a normal load of six GATOR dispensers can put 432 antitank mines and 132 antipersonnel mines on an area 200m wide by 650m deep.\(^\text{14}\) This dispersion of lethal influence activated mines on a column would potentially attack many more vehicles than other air-delivered munitions could. It presents to the enemy not a standard breaching problem, but an enormously more hazardous exiting problem.\(^\text{15}\) The effect then is immediate destruction, however, there are significant drawbacks in adopting the target approach. As pointed out by an Air Force author who has argued persuasively on this subject, moving targets must first be located by reconnaissance, then subsequently acquired by the aircraft crews sent out to deliver the ordnance.\(^\text{16}\) This is no easy or certain task even when the Joint Surveillance and Target Acquisition Radar System, JSTARS, comes along. Further, the formidable airdefenses that accompanies threat formations make the attack of any column a hazardous business and requires that supressive efforts have first been successful.

A terrain oriented approach, however, avoids or mitigates these problems to a large degree. Certainly the force package the air component commander must put together to employ mines in this mode would be much less than would be required in the target oriented approach and thus sparing of limited air assets. Employment of mines in the traditional terrain oriented method does not necessarily mean lessened effectiveness however. We just need to make certain the principles are applied correctly. Placing them on the routes the enemy can and will come is a function of careful terrain and intelligence analysis which should be reflected in the land component commander's barrier and obstacle plan whatever the level—corps, army, or
theater. To provide for observation remote sensors need to be emplaced and monitored. While the principle of covering by fire requires the Air Force to apportion a certain percentage of the available sorties to be able to rapidly react when sensors indicate significant activity, a column stacked up against such obstacles should facilitate target acquisition as well as enhance the effectiveness of the other munitions that would be brought to bear on these targets. However, even if coverage is not completely adequate the anti-disturbance capability built into air delivered mines will ensure that an important degree of delay is achieved.  

In summary, we need to relook how we intend to employ air delivered scatterable mines in attacking second echelon forces to ensure we get the maximum effect for the minimum cost that they can provide. If they are to be available when we need them then we have to demonstrate how they will make the difference. To this end, an engineer needs to be included in the staffing of the Battle Control Element (BCE) that represents the land component commander at the Tactical Air Control Center (TACC). This will help ensure that the land component commander's barrier and obstacle plan is understood and its execution facilitated by the Air Force.

Security Operations

Linking the deep attack of second echelon forces to the close-in battle with first echelon forces are the operations conducted in the security area by a covering force established either by a corps or its divisions. Its vital mission is to "strip away enemy reconnaissance units, defeat the tank heavy advance guard, force the enemy to deploy his main body, and cause the enemy to bring up artillery and second echelon forces to organize a
deliberate attack. By any measure that is a tough job for the 4 or 5 battalions that may make up a covering force.

The element the covering force has to contend with is the threat advance guard which may be as much as a reinforced regiment for a division making a main attack. Normally it is 20 to 30 kilometers in front of the main body of regiments. Preceding the advance guard by 3 to 5 kilometers is a forward security element in battalion strength which in turn is preceded by combat reconnaissance patrols. In the forward security element there will be an engineer movement support detachment formed out of the division engineer battalion and specifically configured and equipped to quickly and effectively breach obstacles identified by the reconnaissance elements. Its countermine equipment capability includes wheeled mine sweepers, engineer counterobstacle vehicles, and explosives. But this isn’t all. In Soviet doctrine hasty breaching is an armor function and mineplows and minerollers are allocated on a basis of one per tank platoon and one per tank company respectively to enable them to accomplish this task. As many as 72 mineplows and minerollers are available to the mechanized rifle division and a 120 to the tank division. An additional critical function of obstacles employed in the covering force area then must be to attrit as much of this breaching capability as possible before it reaches and is employed in the main battle area. The engineer requirement in the covering force area then is to get the highest density of obstacles emplaced where they can have their greatest effect under the severest constraints of time and limited resources than anywhere else on the battlefield.

There are several conclusions that can be drawn about mine employment in this phase of the defensive battle. Reliance will be on scatterable mines since manpower or equipment intensive obstacles are impracticable due to...
the time constraints and the distances involved in the covering force area. Rather than large linear fields, many smaller fields along avenues of approach will be more effective in accomplishing delay and attrition. Night mining will be necessary to achieve surprise and avoid detection by reconnaissance elements. Covering these fields with observation and fire will have to be done by remote sensors and attack helicopters.

Siting will be absolutely crucial and the full knowledge obtained from the Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB) process and other intelligence indicators must be available to the maneuver commander and his engineer. There must be a responsive command and control of engineer resources. Under present engineer organization it is imperative to form an engineer task force whose commander would be of field grade rank and who would have a small staff element available to him to be able to accomplish planning and direct the effort required.

Whatever maneuver plan is decided upon for the covering force (it may range from attack to delay on successive positions) it will certainly place a heavy demand on the Family of Scatterable Mine Systems, FASCAM. Yet, FASCAMs whether artillery, air, or ground delivered are not a panacea: they are subject to real constraints in their employment.

The covering force battle may well occur beyond the range of most artillery other than that located with the covering force and the competing mission demands on this artillery will restrict its availability to employ scatterable mines. The multiple launch rocket system, MLRS, might be able to support the covering force from the main battle area (a mine round for this system is presently under development by the Federal Republic of Germany), but its primary mission has been stated as counterbattery and suppression of enemy air defenses, both full time missions.
Air Force delivered scatterable mines (GATOR) will also be limited due to requirements elsewhere in the air interdiction campaign, as well as heavy demands for other munitions in the close air support missions provided the covering force. What mining sorties are available may be better utilized in trying to interdict the following main body in order to buy time and even the odds for the covering force. Helicopter delivered scatterable mines can only be accomplished where the survivability of the helicopter is reasonably assured, a condition not likely to be met in the covering force area. In this respect flank security mining missions would seem to be a better employment of this asset.

That leaves the ground FASCAM systems, GEMSS or its replacement, Volcano to meet the requirements. Unfortunately, the basis of issue of one per combat engineer company is woefully inadequate to the task at hand. A tough decision must be made on consolidating available GEMSS or Volcano systems to provide the covering force engineers with the wherewithal to accomplish their mission even though this will affect the main battle area preparations underway and subject these limited ground FASCAM assets to combat loss.

Main Battle Defensive Operations

The main battle area by its definition will require the greatest obstacle effort. As our operational concept for land mine warfare correctly states, the primary reliance for the mining effort in this area will be on ground emplacement with mechanical systems and hand emplaced means. Such are the competing demands on artillery for counterbattery, suppression of enemy air defenses as well as regular calls for fire that artillery delivered scatterable mines will be used mainly for targets of opportunity, reseeding
minefield breaches, and closing gaps and lanes. The problem is that there just aren't enough mechanical ground emplacement systems to go around and do the job everywhere it needs to be done. However, there is one resource that is available and that can finish the job - the manpower of the combined arms team. The challenge is to find better ways to organize, plan, and execute our conventional hand emplaced mining capability.

The US Army Engineer School has proposed a far reaching engineer organizational change to better provide combat engineer support to the heavy divisions in our force structure. It's called E-Force. Essentially it restructures the present engineer support composed of divisional and corps assets so that each maneuver echelon in the division has an engineer element available of the commensurate level to support the maneuver commander. Under E-Force an engineer battalion supports each maneuver brigade, and an engineer company would support each battalion sized task force. What this means to the mine emplacement effort is not that the number of engineer soldiers has increased, although they will be better organized and equipped, but that adequate engineer command and control is provided to plan and supervise the mining effort.

In a critical review of our present obstacle planning procedures at corps and division levels, two engineer officers have proposed a top down integrating approach in which corps and divisions specify obstacle zones and obstacle free zones rather than attempting to manage a multitude of individual obstacles as is done presently. The effect of this aggregating of multiple obstacles into zones would be better support of maneuver plans and better focus of available engineer effort on major avenues of approach. Brigades and battalions would add the appropriate detail by devising the
obstacle belts to be constructed within these zones. This process would not only save engineer time but also facilitate prioritization.

As much merit as this proposal has, the fact remains that the siting of minefields which would comprise the aforementioned belts must be done on the ground where a keen appreciation for the terrain can be gained. The most critical planning event to ensure that the principles are applied correctly is the commander's initial reconnaissance. The engineer must be there with the maneuver commander when this reconnaissance takes place. It is then that the commander's concept of how he wants to defend and the engineer's advice on how obstacles can best support that concept can be properly integrated.

What needs to be available to the commander and his engineer during this planning process are some more definitive criteria to guide them in correctly applying the mine warfare principles. Ideally, they should be valid in any terrain setting or tactical situation. The criteria at figure 1 is an attempt to indicate what some of these criteria should be. They are not all inclusive nor can they guarantee the best solution. They are offered as a departure point to which the experience gained at the National Training Center (or anywhere else realistic training is conducted) can add.

Emplacing mines is recognized as a combined arms task. Present doctrine has the engineer responsible for laying the large tactical minefields using either mechanical scattering means or manpower to hand emplace them. The latter method prescribes a standard pattern that yields an effective field in terms of its structural characteristics—density, number of lines of mines, and the interval between rows, but is terribly time consuming. The infantry is responsible for being able to lay mines for close-in perimeter protection. The prescribed hasty protective minefield method for doing this
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Minefield Siting and Emplacement Criteria

1. First determine how and where to stop the enemy and maneuver against him; then, site minefields.

2. Obstacles are most effective close-in where they can be placed under massed, observed, flanking fires of both anti-tank and automatic weapons.

3. For those fields that must be placed beyond direct observation and automatic weapons fire the engineer must coordinate with the intelligence officer for tasking of the military intelligence battalion to emplace and monitor remote sensors, and with the fire support officer for preplanned artillery fires.

4. The depth achieved should force the enemy to successively deploy and breach at least twice. This means generally that there should be at least three belts of minefields separated from each other by 300 to 500 yards. Each minefield belt should be at least 100 meters deep and achieve a density of one mine per meter of length or .004 mines per meter squared for anti-tank minefields.

5. The aggregate effect of all fields or belts emplaced should be to confuse the enemy's direction of attack. To this end, point minefields in front of and between tactical fields may be useful.

6. If possible minefields should be masked from direct enemy observation.

7. Minefields should consist of mines of varying type and fusing if time permits.

8. As a minimum anti-personnel mines need to be provided in the most forward belt of anti-tank minefields and in the final protective belt.

Figure 1
is suitable only for emplacing the few number of mines available to these units in their basic loads. What is needed is a simple, standard method that can be used by both engineers and the combat arms to lay anti-tank mines either on the surface or, if time permits, buried. Such a method was used by the German army in World War II. A variant of it was incorporated in our 1943 field manual on land mine warfare.

Essentially the German method enabled a platoon to carry and rapidly lay 200 mines in a four row offset pattern that created a panel approximately 300 meters by 20 meters. The length and depth of this panel could be easily varied. The panels were grouped to provide the overall length and depth desired in a sector. The American variant created a standard panel of 144 feet square which could also be extended in depth and served as a building block for creating larger tactical minefields. The fundamental difference between the two methods were in how the functions of carrying, laying, burying, and arming were performed. We separated these functions and assigned them to squad teams to accomplish while the Germans did not.

Both methods, but in particular the German method, had characteristics we need in today's mining operations. Their simplicity makes them easy to learn, and, as a consequence, more manpower can be brought to bear on laying minefields in depth. They provide for easier control during emplacement and thereby facilitate night mining operations which may be the norm on the AirLand Battlefield. Finally, they are quick to lay. A German panel could be emplaced at night in 45 minutes which beats our day time planning rate for mine laying.

Reserve Operations
In concluding an examination of mine operations in the main battle area, it is necessary to address the problem of maneuver for the counterattacking force whose job it will be to destroy and eject any enemy forces who have been able to penetrate the depth of the defense. There are two factors that must be planned.

The first is to ensure that friendly mines do not restrict or impede the routes the counterattacking force will need to take. Careful provisions for these routes must be made in the obstacle planning process. It may be here that phony minefields, if properly constructed, can be of value to deceive the enemy. Additionally, careful recording and marking of all fields in the main battle area is a necessity and must be enforced. History offers many examples where grievous casualties were sustained by units on their own fields.

The other factor that needs to be incorporated into plans is the requirement to conduct hasty breaching operations. This could result from the need to change and adopt routes that would traverse friendly fields, or the more likely case, enemy mining operations by mobile obstacle detachments to protect the flanks of penetrations in accordance with threat doctrine. In this respect, engineer reconnaissance teams must be formed and positioned to observe and report such mining quickly to counterattacking units. The engineer force designated for the reserve must be reconfigured from mine laying and be ready to conduct breaching operations. Finally, consideration needs to be given to consolidating available tank mine plows and mine rollers within the counterattacking force.

Logistics
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The timely supply of mines in the quantities needed, at the locations they are needed, and at the times they are needed presents as much a problem today as it did in World War II. At Alamein the Germans were forced to improvise to compensate for their lack of adequate logistics. Artillery shells, aerial bombs, and virtually any explosive ordnance was adapted into their Devil's Gardens. They were also fortunate in being able to incorporate British minefields into their defensive plans. On today's battlefield we can't afford to rely on ad hoc measures. We need to address and solve some of our more severe logistic constraints to modern mining operations.

Much is made of the reduced weight per meter of minefield when touting the advantages of scatterable mines yet this disguises some real logistic show stoppers.

Artillery delivered scatterable mines are first constrained by their allocation in the basic load prescribed for 155mm artillery battalions. The ten percent allocation which amounts to some 24 antitank RAAMS rounds per tube would enable a battalion to emplace only two preplanned 400 meter by 400 meter minefields in the desired density of .004 mines per meter squared. Secondly, resupply rates for all artillery munitions are limited by the controlled resupply rate (CSR) which is usually less than the planned required resupply rate (RSR). Whatever is available has to be transported forward and scatterable mine rounds compete with the other needed artillery munitions for available transportation assets. While a solution is to anticipate requirements and preposition stocks at anticipated battery locations this presents a coordination nightmare not to mention an operations security concern.

Helicopter delivered scatterable mines raise many logistical questions. Will engineers or aviation personnel be responsible for rearming the air
Volcano system when it is fielded? Will rearming take place at the forward arming and refueling points (FARPs)? If so whose trucks will get the mines from the ammunition supply points (ASPs) or ammunition transfer points (ATPs) to the FARPs. As FM 1-104 points out the requirements for attack helicopter munitions alone will require every aviation vehicle employed in support of FARP operations. 38

Ground FASCAM systems will use a prodigious amount of mines by volume that will almost certainly require dedicated vehicles to resupply mines to the many locations where they will be emplaced. We need to determine how many vehicles can be committed to this requirement and from whose assets. We also need to determine whether these mines can be sent forward to and handled at the ATP’s in the brigade support areas in order to reduce the travel times and distances associated with ASPs located in division rear areas.

Our present conventional mines weigh too much yet they will be needed so ways must be found to get them up front in quantity. The basic load of these mines for combat units must be increased from the present inadequate amounts. 39 A relook at load plans is needed to see if more carrying space and weight are available and ways to carry mines externally on vehicles should be investigated. 40 A study of the packaging of barrier materials has pointed out that 30 percent of mine packaged weight is in packaging material. 41 Ways to combat pack mines to eliminate this weight must be devised and accomplished in rear areas by host nation support if possible.

The above are all issues that need answering in specific detail and incorporation into our doctrinal literature. We need to replace the present vague generalities that tend to wish away the logistic difficulties of mine warfare with thoughtout procedures that will work.
Better Training To Teach The Fundamentals

An Israeli officer, Brigadier General Avigdor Kahalani has made the observation "...Good obstacles and the correct use of terrain are the same thing as having extra tanks in your unit. Good execution of the basics comes from good training." Here is a voice we should heed for General (then Lieutenant Colonel) Kahalani commanded a tank battalion defending the Golan Heights in the 1973 war. Yet, as late as 1976, a TRADOC survey indicated that over half of U.S. infantry units never used mines on field training exercises.

Hopefully we have come a long way since then, but the question remains how well do we train in mine warfare? Hasty protective mining is a supplemental mission in infantry ARTEPS. As one of nineteen such supplemental missions it may not even be selected for formal evaluation in a level one infantry ARTEP. By consensus, ineffective countermobility operations are cited as one of eight major recurring weaknesses observed at the National Training Center. But even more than a lack of emphasis in training programs, the lack of a realistic training mine in sufficient quantities to test doctrine, explore new ideas, and exercise the logistic system lends weight to the criticism that "we are teaching all the wrong lessons" of mine warfare to a new generation of soldiers and leaders. There should be no higher priority than getting conventional and scatterable mine-simulators in the hands of our units in sufficient quantities to conduct real training. The results would convince even the most skeptical commander of the value of mines and the need for making mines a priority in training.

There are other areas of training that should also receive renewed examination. The question can be raised as to how well we train our
engineer lieutenants in terrain reinforcement. Progress has been made in computer simulations and there is now available at the US Army Engineer School a much improved simulation model, the Obstacle Planning Simulation (OPS), that challenges a student to devise an obstacle plan on a computerized map under time constraint. A simulated battle using one of five attack options is then fought to calculate survive/kill statistics between friendly and enemy forces. But the fact remains that computer simulations aren't enough. Real proficiency in obstacle siting will only come through training tied to actual terrain, not computer simulated terrain. In our units there needs be initiatives to hold regularly scheduled obstacle siting tactical exercises without troops (TEWTS) with engineers and their supported maneuver counterparts. Good training in the basics of mine warfare is combined arms training not just engineer training.

Finally, there is the value of studying case histories. There is much to learn even in perusing some of our old doctrinal literature that incorporates the lessons of World War II and which has been lost in the revisions of these manuals. One example is particularly illustrative. In a discussion on minefield marking, the 1955 edition of FM 20-32, Land Mine Warfare, outlines fascinating reasons for marking the front of defensive minefields, a provision not even mentioned as a possibility in current how to fight doctrine. In another vintage manual detailed planning considerations are outlined for the difficult task of a passage of lines through minefields, something a withdrawing covering force would have to be prepared to do.

Future technical developments

Besides keying our training on the fundamentals, our research, development, and procurement of mines with enhanced capabilities should
be similarly guided. In an era of once again declining defense budgets we need a rationale that the principles provide to be able to convincingly argue the merits of why we need scarce dollars for mine improvements.

To enhance surprise we need mines with multiple fusing options incorporating seismic and acoustical activated fuses to complement our singular reliance on magnetic fusing in all our current scatterable mines. We need, as a matter of priority, a new lightweight conventional mine that will allow us to fully utilize our manpower to achieve mining in depth rather than rely on scarce mechanical systems. Additionally, FASCAM mines should be made adaptable to manual arming and emplacing. Finally, we need to solve the problem of recording mines to provide for safety and freedom of maneuver by exploring possibilities for on/off switching of minefields or a means of identifying activated mines thru non-cooperative secure signatures.

Conclusion

This essay has attempted to explore ways to make land mine warfare a more effective contributor in the quantifiable calculus of today's AirLand battlefield. But as Clausewitz reminds us, there are other intangible dimensions to battle. Effective employment of mines throughout the AirLand battlefield will not only make a significant contribution to the physical destruction of the enemy, but also will figure into his psychological disintegration as well. As a German prisoner of war remarked to his Russian captors in a sector of the eastern front in World War II where mines had been extensively employed, "...Mines are a terrible weapon. Hundreds of soldiers were killed who had so far escaped death.... We could not advance without first clearing away mines." In the next conflict we need to be certain that it is our enemy who conveys this fear—not us.
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